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B B C Northern Ireland Learning

Spring 2003 Teacher's Notes

Age 5 - 7
Key Stage 1

RADIO

One Potato, Two PotatoOne Potato, Two Potato

BBC Radio Ulster
Medium Wave 1341 kHz

North West 792 kHZ
Enniskillen 673 kHZ

Tuesday 1105 - 1120
From 14 January -

25 March     

Series Producer: 
Bernagh Brims

The series provides a training ground for the development 

of listening skills in P2 - P3 pupils.  Using a mixture 

of story, song, rhyme, discussion, poetry and music, 

all locally based, the programmes are designed to 

encourage careful and constructive listening, to stimulate 

the imagination of young children and to extend their 

awareness of their own environment and heritage.

Spring 2003
The topics chosen for the term are linked to allow a 

natural progression of ideas to fl ow from week to week.  

The main theme is growth: plants, baby animals, giants, 

growing up; things found high up, low down and which 

stretch; a song and music that ‘grows’.

        

1.   Matilda’s Day in the Garden  14 January
2.   Plants     21 January
3.   Baby Animals    28 January
4.   Man Mountain      4 February
5.   Growing Up    11 February
6.   High Up     25 February
7.   Low Down      4 March
8.   Does it Stretch?   11 March
9.   The Rabbit’s Tale   18 March
10. Jack and the Beanstalk  25 March

   *Please note no broadcast 18 February*

Presenters Michael McDowell and Libby Smyth

Northern Ireland Curriculum

 The series may be used to support the three main areas of study in English, Mathematics  

 and Science at Key Stage 1.

 The series will also assist with music, history, geography and cross-curricular themes.  

 These will include cultural heritage, education for mutual understanding and health 

 education.

 Programmes
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Tape Recording

 Where possible, it would be an advantage to tape-record programmes.  By using the pause  

 button sections of the broadcast can be discussed leading to greater understanding or   

 appreciation.  Many of the songs are very attractive and the children may well want to learn  

 them or hear them again.

After the Broadcast

 Each programme will offer material for discussion.  Some suggestions for further follow-up  

 activities are given in the Teacher’s Notes or are made during the broadcasts. Teachers might  

 like to consider covering some or all of the following aspects after the programme.

 • Discussion and/or recall of broadcast.

 • Re-tell the story.

 • Art or craft work.

 • Topic or project work

 • Singing songs/repeating rhymes.

 • Number work.

 • Drama/acting the story/role play.

 • Written work.

 Material from the children in the way of stories, songs, poems, drawings or letters will always be  

 welcomed and acknowledged.

 Teacher’s views too are very important, and we value your opinion on how the series works in  

 the classroom.

 To help us plan future programmes, please send your comments, information, criticism, or  

 suggestions to:

   The Producer

   One Potato, Two Potato

   BBC Broadcasting House

   Belfast

   BT2 8HQ

   Or e-mail us at: education.ni@bbc.co.uk

 A series provided by the BBC at the request of the Educational Broadcasting Council for   

 Northern Ireland.
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Programme 1
by Ann Burnett

 All this term we will be looking at different aspects of the theme growth.  We begin with 

 plants and the conditions they need to grow, and discuss the infi nite variety of plants 

 that grow from different types of seeds.

Poem    A Spike of Green

     When I went out,

     The sun was hot,

     It shone upon

     My fl ower pot.

     And there I saw

     A spike of green,

     That no one else

     Had ever seen.

     On other days

     The things I see,

     Are mostly old

     Apart from me.

     But this green spike

     So new and small,

     Had never yet

     Been seen at all.

        by Barbara Baker

Story  

 Matilda woke up with a start.  The Head Witch stood there glaring at her.  “Really Matilda” 

 the Head Witch said.  “What are you doing lying around sleeping when your garden is in 

 such a state.  It’s an absolute mess.  How you ever manage to fi nd the plants for your spells 

 in this jungle I’ll never know.  Get it tidied up right away.  And while we’re on the subject of  

 spells….”

       

14 January 
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Song

                    Paintbox
            Words: V.P. Mitchell
            Music: H.C. Mitchell

         

  

  

  

  

  verse 2  Blackberries juicy and rhubarb sour,

     Marrows fattening hour by hour,

     Gooseberries hairy and lettuces fat,

     Radishes round and runner beans fl at.
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     The apples are ripe, the plums are red,

     Broadbeans are sleeping in a blankety bed.

  verse 3  Orangey carrots and turnips cream,

     Reddening tomatoes that used to be green,

     Brown potatoes in little heaps

     Down in the darkness where the celery sleeps.

     The apples are ripe, the plums are red,

     Broadbeans are sleeping in a blankety bed.

 words for discussion:- cress; soil; pips; root; jungle (Matilda’s garden); herb; 

 wheelbarrow; vitamins; to gargle; dock leaf; a shoot or a spike (plant emerging); 

 to have ‘more energy’.

After the programme

-   Grow some plants in the classroom - cress, peas, beans, nasturtiums all grow quickly.   

     Discuss beforehand the conditions needed for growth i.e. water, warmth and when 

     the seeds have sprouted, light as well.

     Deprive one or two small pots of some of these conditions and study the results e.g.

-   As a class, decide which areas of the classroom get the most sunlight and which are

    always in shade.  Prepare three trays of cress seeds and put each in three different areas

     of light.  Give them the same amounts of water and study the results.

-    Draw/measure emerging seedlings of your chosen plant and keep a diary e.g. a sunfl ower

     grown by each child.

-    Draw a plant and label its parts i.e. seed, leaf, root, fl ower, petal, stem.

-   Write a list of requirements for growing something and ask the children to assemble them

in the right order e.g. plant the seeds; fi ll pot with soil; water; place in light etc. (question: does the 

planted pot of seeds need to be placed in the sunlight?  It doesn’t need 

     light until the shoots emerge, but it may need the heat from the sun).

-   Prepare a collage for the wall of the vast variety of different plants that all grow from

     seed - oak tree to dandelion, seaweed to rice.

-   Read out a list of plants and ask the class where you might fi nd them e.g. a beech tree (in

     the park or forest); caulifl ower (in a garden or a farm).

-   Bring in a variety of seeds and compare sizes, weight and texture e.g. apple and orange   

     pips, cherry stones, melon and grape seeds as well as packets of fl ower or vegetable seeds.

-   Make a plant map of the school grounds.  Where are there cultivated plants such as grass or

     fl owers, and where have plants grown by themselves e.g. weeds or dandelions.  

-   Talk about how seeds and plants grow in the wild by being windblown or carried by

     animals, birds or insects.  

-   Talk about plants we eat.  Ask the children to list any ‘plant food’ they ate the day before.

     Do they know where the fruit, vegetables or cereals came from, and how they were grown?  

     (don’t forget items like bread, crisps or chocolate).      

-   Talk about beans, peas and rice - all types of seed which we eat.  We also eat fl owers 

     (caulifl ower or broccoli), leaves (lettuce and cabbage) and roots (carrots and turnips).

     N.B.  Emphasise the dangers of eating any plants and that the children must never pick 

     and eat any themselves.
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-   Matilda  the witch made ‘home-made soup’ from vegetables in her garden.  What other 

     ingredients might you make soup with?

-   Can the children recognise a dock leaf, and do they know it is a cure for nettle stings?

Story comprehension

 • Who told Matilda to tidy up her garden?  (the Head Witch).

  • What is different about a witch’s garden?  (she grows dandelions and nettles and other  

  ‘weeds’ for her spells, and throws out fl owers such as roses and daffodils).

  • What did Matilda try to turn a pumpkin into?  (a glass coach like Cinderella’s).

  • What happened?  (She turned it into a wheelbarrow).

  • What did Matilda read you could do with nettles?  (make them into tea and gargle to  

  help a sore throat).

  • At the end what did the Head Witch think Matilda was making in her cauldron?  (a spell  

  to give herself more energy).

 •  And what was she making?  (home-made soup).

Northern Ireland Curriculum

 Science
 Animals and Plants: Pupils should be given opportunities to: fi nd out about

     the variety of plant life both through direct observations

     and by using secondary sources; recognise and name the

     main parts of a fl owering plant including root, stem, leaf

     and fl ower; observe similarities and differences among

     plants; fi nd out ways in which plant behaviour is 

     infl uenced by seasonal changes.

 Maths
 Handling Data:  Pupils should have opportunities to: collect data and

     record it, using real objects or drawings and talk about

     the outcome; help to design an observation sheet and use

     it to record a set of data.

 English
 Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: express thoughts,

     feeling and opinions in response to personal experiences

     literature, media and curricular topics or activities.

 Writing:   Pupils should have opportunities to write in a variety

     of forms including: simple records of observations.
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Cross-Curricular Links

ART

- collage

- maps

ENGLISH

- diaries

- language of

comparison

- story comprehension

SCIENCE

- conditions for growth
- data
- comparison
experiments

MATHS

- data

- charts

GEOGRAPHY

- plants from local area

- maps

Programme 1: Matilda's Day in the Garden
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Programme 2 
By Albert Crawford

 Today’s story reinforces last week’s programme on growing things, looking again at the   

 conditions required.

Story

“There now Rosie,” said her Daddy.  “A wee puzzle.  You take the potato down the garden and have 

a think how to make it into fi ve or six other potatoes.  Do that and I’ll have a big surprise for you when 

it’s done.  Alright?”

      The Four Feathers

    We’re the Four Feathers and I’m Danny Day

    We work in all weather just toiling away.

    I bring you the light and I’ll have you know

    Without me dear Rosie, there’s nothing could grow.

    I am Ruth Rainy.  I sprinkle the ground.

    I scatter my droplets from high, all around

    In winter I’m ice and sometimes I’ll snow.

    Without me dear Rosie, there’s nothing could grow.

    I’m a bit smelly.  I’m called Mick M’Nure.

    I’m just as important as them to be sure.

    Some fancy and wiser, call me Fertiliser.

    But without me dear Rosie, there’s nothing would grow.

    I’m Susan Sun, and I bring you heat.

    Without my warm rays, there’d be nothing to eat.

    With Ruth, Mick and Danny together we go.

    Without me dear Rosie, there’s nothing would grow.

       Albert Crawford

  

Song     Spring

    When its Spring again, we sing again

    Of snowdrops and daffodils.

    We’ll plant our seeds without the weeds

    In pots on windowsills.

    We’ll ask the rain to come from Spain

    And then when its job is done,

    To go away for another day

    And make room for Susan Sun.

21 January
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    He ho, everything grow

    Bye bye to Winter and north winds that blow.

    Hey ho, everything grow

    Cheerio icicles.  Cheerio snow.

        Albert Crawford

 words for discussion:- season; a seed potato; Danny Day and Mick M’Nure had 

 feathers ‘in the brim’ of their hats;

After the programme

-   There are many follow-up ideas for plants and growth listed after last week’s programme.

-   Talk about seasons, and the importance of Spring in the growing calendar.

-   Recite the months of the year.

-   It is possible to grow a potato in a bucket in the classroom.  Make sure you buy an early

     seed potato.  Plant about St Patrick’s Day, place in the sun and water well.  (Pink fl owers 

     are found on white potatoes, and white fl owers on ‘pinks’.)  A growbag could also be used

     if you have room, or a safe place outside.

-   Ask the children to make a list of  words which rhyme with grow and make a little verse

     e.g. Hello, hello

 Said Uncle Joe

 I have some lettuce seeds to sow

 And in two weeks I’ll have you know

 My little lettuce seeds will show.

-   Draw pictures of the Four Feathers and label them with their names.

Story Comprehension

• Describe and name the Four Feathers. (Danny Day in white, Ruth Rainy in red, Mick M’Nure in 

green and Susan Sun in yellow).

• What did Daddy ask Rosie to do? (turn one potato into fi ve or six)

• Talk about what the Four Feathers did with Rosie’s potato.

• Which of them was most important for growing something? (they were all equally important).

• Where was Rosie’s potato planted? (in a blue bucket).

• What happened? (she grew eight potatoes).

• What was Rosie’s surprise?(her Daddy made her a bird house for feeding the birds).

•   Where did she last see the Four Feathers? (disappearing into the yellow, red and white rose           

    bushes).

Northern Ireland Curriculum

 Science
 Animals and Plants: Pupils should be given opportunities to: fi nd out about

     the variety of plant life both through direct observations

     and by using secondary sources; recognise and name the

     main parts of a fl owering plant including root, stem, leaf

     and fl ower; observe similarities and differences among

     plants; fi nd out ways in which plant behaviour is 

     infl uenced by seasonal changes.
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 English
 Reading:   Pupils should have opportunities to: listen to and

     understand a range of texts which are read aloud, 

     including those presented on tape, radio or television 

     and should develop the ability to collect information 

     relevant to specifi c purposes and represent their

     fi ndings in a variety of ways.

Cross-Curricular Links

ART

- illustration

ENGLISH

- use of language

- discussion

- poetry

- comprehension

SCIENCE

- plants
- handling data
- seasons

Programme 2: Plants
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Programme 3
Script:  Ann Burnett
Story: Dorrith M Sim
 

 Continuing this term’s theme of ‘growing things’, this week Libby and Michael will be 

 looking at the life styles of all sorts of baby animals, from kittens and puppies to elephants 

 and whales.

Poems      
      Cats

   

      Cats sleep

      Anywhere,

      Any table,

      Any chair,

      Top of piano,

      Window-ledge,

      In the middle,

      On the edge,

      Open drawer,

      Empty shoe,

      Anybody’s lap will do,

      Fitted in a 

      Cardboard box,

      In the cupboard

      With your frocks -

      Anywhere!

      They don’t care!

      Cats sleep

      Anywhere.

        

         Eleanor Farjeon

      Secret

      Mrs Kangaroo

      Is it true,

      Are you hiding

      Someone new

      In the pocket

      Part of you?

28 January
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      There must be someone

      New and growing,

      His little ears,. 

      Have started showing.

        Beverly McLoughland

 

       Just Like Me

     Cats have fur and lions too,

     Dogs are hairy through and through,

     Cheetahs, camels, squirrels in a tree,

     They’re all hairy -

     Just like me!

     Pigs with skins as smooth as silk,

     Zebras, seals, they all drink milk,

     Giraffes and rhinos, chimpanzees,

     Drink milk too -

     Just like me!

     Mums look after their little ones,

     Cubs and kittens, daughters and sons,

     Puppies, calves, lambs one, two, three,

     When they’re growing,

     Just like me!

     Hippo, hedgehog, rat and hare,

     Tiger, elephant, dog and bear,

     Rabbit, mouse and manatee,

     They’re all mammals,

     Just like me!

        Ann Burnett

Story

 Gran lifted a little black and white pup out of the box and let Kevin feel it.  Its fur felt so 

 soft and warm Kevin wanted to hug it.  But then it began hiccuping and making squeaky  

 noises. “We’ll just put it back in the box,” said Gran, “and now we’d better leave Patsy in  

 peace.  You’ll have plenty of time to play with the pups when they’re a wee bit older….”
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Song

              Kenny the Kangaroo
             Ralph McTell

           

 

Baby Animals One Potato, Two Potato Spring 2003
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 verse 2  One thing about all baby kangaroos, gar-oo, gar-oos

    Is every one’s a bouncing babe, their mums are bouncers too,

    And if you were ever to ask us what we really love to do,

    We’d say ‘Boing around all day all over Australia.’

 verse 3  Oh Australia is great if you’re a kangaroo, gar-oo, gar-oo,

    There’s lot of space around for you to boing and bounce right through,

    Koalas and the kookaburras all say ‘Howdy do’

    As you boing around all day all over Australia.

 words for discussion:- solid food; litter tray; a wild animal; pouch (a kangaroo’s); teat;  

 mammal.

After the programme

-   Any child in the class with a pet will be keen to talk about it (it is a good topic to encourage

    the child who is reluctant to speak out).

-   Talk about pets’ names.  Libby called her kitten Fluffy.  Why?  Think of other names for a 

    kitten based on appearance.

-   List names of baby animals e.g. horse - foal, lion - cub, pig- piglet etc.

-   Talk about caring for baby animals, either our own or how they are cared for in the wild.  

    The basic requirements are the same as for a human baby i.e. safety, food and drink, 

    warmth and comfort.

-   A project on baby farm animals. What do the various types need, what do they eat, 

    where are they housed? (who lives in a hutch, a stable, a fi eld, a byre etc).

-   Baby animals in the wild.  Where do they live, what do they eat, how is their food     

    provided e.g. birds, badgers, rabbits, elephants?

 -  Each child could choose a baby animal and make a home for it out of junk material.  What

    do they think about?  (Safety, comfort etc.)  Let each child talk a little about their 

    construction and what they had to consider.

-   Libby and Michael described a baby animal and the other had to guess what it was.  Do the 

    same in class.  Whoever guesses fi rst thinks of the next animal to describe.

-   Talk about the speed with which different animals grow i.e. a kitten doesn’t open its eyes

    for several days after birth, a foal or lamb walks immediately.

    NB A baby whale weighs about the same as 950 human babies!

-   Ask the children to talk or write about their ‘best ever surprise.’

Northern Ireland Curriculum

 Science
 Animals and Plants: Pupils should be given opportunities to: fi nd out

     about the variety of animal life both through 

     direct observations and by using secondary sources;

     fi nd out about animals and their young; fi nd out about

     some animals, including how they grow, feed, move and  

     use their senses.  
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 Investigating and Making: Pupils should have opportunities to participate in 

      practical activities and to: choose appropriate materials 

      and components when planning what to make; assemble

      and re-arrange materials; record observations in simple 

      form.

 English
 Talking and Listening:  Pupils should engage in talking and listening for a

      variety of purposes including: taking part in 

      conversations and discussions; telling stories and talking

      about events; expressing thoughts, feeling and opinions.

Cross Curricular Links
  

 

ART

- construct animal

habitats

ENGLISH

- discussion

- word banks

SCIENCE

- animals:

babies

varieties

habitats

Programme 3: Baby Animals
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Programme 4
By Martin Waddell

 This week’s story features a giant so enormous that people live on various parts of his body -  

 in Beard Forest, Ankle Village and round Button Lake.

Story

 Oscar the giant went to sleep.  It was only meant to be a little sleep, but his lasted a long time.   

 A giant long time, which is much longer than any other time.  Millions of trillions of years…

 ……Lots of mud and dust and lava and rock landed on Oscar, and some seeds.  The seeds  

 grew.  There were trees on his tummy and fl owers on his toes, and a lot of ivy

 on his kneecaps and a great big forest where his beard had been…

Song

       I’ve Got a Body
                  

  verse 1.   I’ve got a body

      A very busy body

      And it goes everywhere with me.

      And on that body I’ve got a nose

      And it goes everywhere with me.

      And I sniff sniff here, sniff sniff there,

      Sniff, sniff, sniff, sniff everywhere. 

      I’ve got a body, a very busy body

      And it goes everywhere with me.     

                 

  verse 2.   And on that body 

     I’ve got some hands

     And they go everywhere with me.

     And I clap clap here, Clap clap there,

     Clap clap clap clap everywhere.

     Sniff sniff here, Sniff sniff there,

     Sniff sniff sniff sniff everywhere.

    I’ve got a body…….

  verse 3   And on that body

     I’ve got some feet

     And they go everywhere with me.

     And I stamp stamp here,

     Stamp stamp there,

     Stamp stamp stamp stamp everywhere.

     Clap clap here…

     Sniff sniff here…

     I’ve got a body…….

4 February
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      I’ve Got a Body
                     Harriet Powell 
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 words for discussion:- nostril; cavern; trampoline; earthquake; waterfall.

After the programme

-   A project on size, concentrating on height.

-   Many children confuse the words ‘big’ and ‘tall’ and use them indiscriminately.  

    Discuss the difference.

-   Let the children arrange themselves by height.  The language of size is comparative,

    and this will lead to an awareness of expressions, such as shorter than, taller than, wider

    than, not as tall as, etc.

-   Discuss comparative sizes and how the world looks from a higher or lower view point,

    e.g. if you were a giant, a giraffe, a tall person, a baby, a mouse.  Who looks tall or small

    to whom? 

-   List words which compare heights, i.e. high, higher, highest; tall, taller, tallest; low, lower,

    lowest;  small, smaller, smallest, etc.

-   Discuss the idea that big is not necessarily better.

-   Discuss and draw some of the areas mentioned in the story, e.g. Beard Forest, Ankle 

    Village, Mouth Cavern, Tummy Valley, Button Lake, Belly Fields, Rib Valley.  What

    would they look like?  Why did they have these names?  Re-name other parts of the body.

-   Pin-point some places in your own area where giants might have created the landscape.

-   Are there any areas that might be bits of a hidden giant?

-   Invent some more verses and actions for the song.

-   A project on parts of the body.  It can be made more interesting and just as instructive 

    by approaching the subject with unusual questions, i.e. what would happen if we 

    had eyes on our toes, or fi ngers?  Why have we hair on our heads?  What would happen 

    if we had four legs? Or one leg?  Can nails and hair feel?  Do we need all our fi ngers 

    and toes?

-   There are many images portrayed during the programme which should stimulate art work.

-   Many geographical terms are used during the programme - discuss some of them e.g.  

    valley, lake, cavern, cave, forest, earthquake, volcano, ridge, waterfall, hill, mountain.

Northern Ireland Curriculum
 

 English
 Reading:   Pupils should develop the ability to: talk with the

     teacher about the ways in which language is written 

     down, identifying phrases, words, patterns of letters

     and other features of written language; show some 

     understanding of the way texts are structured by

     representing ideas through drama, pictures and 

     diagrams.

 Maths
 Measures:   Pupils should have opportunities to: compare and order

     objects, developing and using mathematical language

     associated with length, weight, capacity, area and time.
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 Geography

 The Natural Environment:  Pupils should have opportunities to learn about:

       some common landscape features.

Cross Curricular Links

ManMountain One Potato, TwoPotato Spring 2003

ART

- illustration

ENGLISH

- discussion

- creative writing

- language of size

SCIENCE

- parts of the body

MATHS

- measuring

- comparative sizes

MUSIC

- join in songs

- write song

GEOGRAPHY

- features of landscape

Programme 4: Man Mountain
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Programme 5
by Jennifer McCully

 Growth is the theme this term, and this week Libby and Michael will be looking at

 ‘growing up’.  What have the young listeners learnt to do in their fi ve or six years, and what  

 does it mean to be ‘grown up’?

Poem
      Babies

    Babies really aren’t much fun

    They cannot walk, they cannot run

    And I must say, they sure can bawl!

    Yes babies aren’t much fun at all.

   

 All they do is sleep and eat

    Just to make their lives complete

    They can’t do anything I like

    Read a book or ride a bike.

    But now that months have all passed by

    I can sit and wonder why

    I thought my baby was a bore

    Just lying there upon the fl oor.

 

    ‘Cause things are really looking up

    He’s learnt to drink out of a cup!

    And I fi nd it hard to see

    How some years back, this once was me.     

 

    Jennifer McCully

Story

 One of Lucy’s favourite things was to go to the supermarket with her Dad.  Especially 

 now she was tall enough to lift things down from the shelves…

 

11 February
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Song

       Don’t Act Wee
                Words: Jennifer McCully 

                  Music: Trad. American 
  

           

  verse 2  If you want to feel all grown up then walk tall,

   If you want to fell all grown up then walk tall,

   For what really makes you you

   Is what you say and what you do

   If you want to feel all grown up then walk tall.

  verse 3  If you’re walking tall, why, then you’ll lend a hand,

     If you’re walking tall, why, then you’ll lend a hand,

     You won’t be a lazy lump,

     Keep you room just like dump,

     If you’re walking tall, why, then you’ll lend a hand.
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  verse 4  Walking tall means that you don’t fall out or fi ght,

     Walking tall means that you don’t fall out or fi ght,

     Don’t yell till you’re out of steam,

     Make you Mum just want to scream,

     Walking tall means that you don’t fall out or fi ght.

  verse 5  Then believe me, you will really feel grown up,

     Yes believe me, you will really feel grown up,

     Though you still may be quite wee,

     You will feel like six feet three.

     You’ll be proud because you’re really grown up.

 words for discussion:- ice; to be fed up; to behave sensibly.

After the Programme

-   Do any of the children ‘wish they were grown up’? Why? 

-   What do they think being ‘grown up’ means?

-   Make charts of where the children come in the family.  Have they older or younger 

     siblings? How do they feel about this?

-   Relationships with siblings.  What do they fall out about?  Do they feel older children in

     the family ‘boss them about’?  In what circumstances?  Are they bossy with younger

     siblings themselves? Do they look after them?  How do they feel about this?

-   Some suggestions for being grown up (it’s not just height).  As it said in the song ‘don’t act 

     wee’; lend a hand; tidy up; don’t fi ght.  There are all sorts of positive issues as well e.g.

     being allowed to stay up later, taking responsibility for some things, reaching up higher,

     doing things on one’s own (make a model, read a book etc).

-   A project on babies.  Anyone in the class who has one will be glad to describe some 

     experiences.  What have the babies learned, how did they learn?

-   Make a time line of growing up e.g. learning to crawl, walk, talk, feed oneself, draw a 

     picture, write your name etc., etc.

-   Make a photo montage of the class as babies.  Can others recognise which is which?

-   Ask a parent with a young baby to come in and talk about all the things they need to do

     to look after it.

-   Talk about some of the ‘grown up’ things the children can do now that they couldn’t a year

     or two ago.  Can they all clean their teeth, tidy their clothes and their toys, prepare their

     schoolbag, brush their hair, set a table, wash their hands without being asked?

-   Make individual lists of things the class can do now that they couldn’t last year.  What new

     thing would they like to be able to do next year?

-   Rules for what to do if you get lost.

-   Helping others.  Have any of the class had to deal with an emergency?

-   Talk about dialling 999.
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Northern Ireland Curriculum

 Science

 Ourselves:    Pupils should be given opportunities to: explore

      similarities and differences between themselves and

      other children; develop ideas about how to keep

      healthy through exercise, rest, diet and personal 

      hygiene; be introduced to the main stages of human

      development; fi nd out about themselves including how

      they grow, move and use their senses.

 History
 Personal History:   Pupils should have opportunities to explore and build  

      up time lines of: my life now and then e.g. make a 

      comparison of ‘myself’ now and as a baby; my life so

      far e.g. ‘myself’ at different ages; signifi cant memories 

      and achievements at different ages.

  

 English
 Talking and Listening:  Pupils should have opportunities to: listen to and retell  

      stories based on personal experiences, imagination,

      pictures and literature; describe and talk about real

      an imaginary experiences and about people, places, 

      things and events.

  
Cross-Curricular Links

HISTORY

- time lines

- personal history

ENGLISH

- discussion

SCIENCE

- ourselves, then and
now

Programme 5: Growing Up
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Programme 6
by Isobel Gamble

 Today’s programme looks at a whole range of things which can be seen above us, including  

 clouds, umbrellas, aeroplanes, birds, swings and skyscrapers, illustrated by a variety of  

 poems.

 

Poems
     Way Up There

    Way up there,

    Out of reach.

    As high, as high can be,

    Up in the grey blue sky.

    I sometimes wish 

    That I could touch the clouds

    Ride on them as they fl oat by.

    Clap my hands and make

    The thunder stop!

  Isobel Gamble

    Sudden Storm

    The rain comes in sheets

    Sweeping the streets.

    Here, here and here,

    Umbrellas appear,

    Red, blue, yellow, green,

    They tilt and they lean

    Like mushrooms, like fl owers

    That grow when it showers.

       Elizabeth Coatsworth

  

    Taking Off

    The big plane taxis down the fi eld

    And heads into the breeze.

    It lifts its wheels above the ground

    It skims above the trees.

    It rises high and higher

    Away up towards the sun,

    It’s just a speck against the sky

And now it’s gone!

       (Anon)

25 February
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    The Seagull

    Seagull, seagull,

    Riding high,

    What do you see

    With your bold, bright eye?

    I see the sun

    On a winter morning

    Over the edge

    Of the broad sea burning;

    I see the town

    And a church with its steeple,

    And the pavements full

    Of hurrying people.

    The men and women

    And girls and boys

    Look far, far smaller

    Than painted toys.

              I like to glide

    On my wings and stare;

    I like to ride

    On the pillowy air.

    But if you throw me

    A crust or two.

    I’ll come right down

    And eat with you!

       James K Baxter

    Swing Song

    Swing-a-ling high,

    Swing-a-ling low,

    Up in my swing and away I go,

    High in the clouds,

    Up in the blue,

    Sailing along like the song birds do.

    Wind in my hair,

    Wind in my clothes,

    Higher and higher I swing my toes.

    First you look small,

    Then you look tall,

    The higher I go the further I fall.
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    I can see all

    Over the wall,

    I play tig with the tree-tops tall,

    Happy to fl y

    High in the sky,

    I wave to the world as I pass by.

    So it’s swing-a-ling high,

    Swing-a-ling low,

    Up in my swing and away I go.

    I fl y like a bird

    And fall like a stone;

    Swinging is fun when I’m playing alone.

       Grace Crawford

    Totally Fearless

    Hairy spider up the wall,

    Aren’t you scared that you might fall?

    Nah!

    I’m cool, man, I’m cute.

    I’d spin an instant parachute.

       Barry Buckingham

Story

 Leaves were falling - winter was coming.  It was time for little mouse to go indoors.  So he  

 knocked on the door of the ground fl oor apartment.  

 Big Frog opened the door.  “Hello,” he said.  “Can I help you?”

 “Do you have any room to spare?” asked Little Mouse.  “I’m just a little mouse.”

 “I suppose I could squeeze you in,” said Big Frog.

 words for discussion:- a downpour; a ‘speck’ in the sky (an aeroplane); sky scraper; 

 rubbish chute.

       

After the programme

-   Have a brain-storming session and list all the things that can be seen ‘up high’.  They could

    be categorised into natural or manmade objects.

-   Talk about the reasons for some things having to be high up e.g. telegraph and electricity

    poles, chimneys.  
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-   A trip in an aeroplane.  Let some in the class describe the experience.

-   Identify some birds found around the school.

-   Ask the children to imagine they can fl y and describe what can be seen below.

-   Find a spider’s web and examine its complex structure.

-   Collect large and small words, e.g. enormous, huge, vast, colossal, lifesize, tiny, minute,  

    titchy, miniature. 

-   Why are the big shipyard cranes in Belfast called Goliath and Samson?  Why do they have

    to be so tall?

-   Talk about some tall buildings - why are they built like that?  (apartments take up less space

    on the ground); lighthouses, windmills, church spires, castles.

-   Talk about people who work up high - up ladders: (window cleaners and builders); trapeze 

    artist; clown on stilts; people who work on aeroplanes; Father Christmas.

-   Make a collage of pictures of objects which move upwards e.g. rockets, aeroplanes, smoke,    

    lifts, kites.

Story Comprehension

• Who needed a place to sleep?  (Little Mouse)

• Who did they try fi rst?  (Big Frog - in the ground fl oor apartment)

• What happened? (it rained and the fl oor was fl ooded)

• Who else lived in the apartment block?  (Mr Badger on the fi rst fl oor, Mr Otter on the

     second fl oor and Mr Rabbit on the third fl oor).

• Who lived on the top fl oor?  (Mr Cat)

• What were some of the things Little Mouse was afraid might happen if he went in the lift?

     (his whiskers would get caught in the door, his teeth would drop out, his hair would turn 

     white and his tail drop off).

• How did he get down from the fourth fl oor?  (by the rubbish chute).

Northern Ireland Curriculum

 English
 Talking and Listening:  Pupils should have opportunities to: listen to and

      say poems; express thoughts, feelings and opinions

      in response to personal experiences, literature and 

      media and should develop the ability to: present

      ideas and information; discuss features of language 

      e.g. rhyming words.

 

 Geography

 Homes and Buildings:  Pupils should have opportunities to learn about: the

      variety of different buildings in the local area and their

      purposes.

 Jobs and Transport:  Pupils should have opportunities to: discuss the goods 

      and services we use every day; draw a simple picture

      diagram of the journey of a chosen product.

 

 

High Up OnePotato, TwoPotato Spring 2003
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 The Natural Environment:  Pupils should have opportunities to learn about:

      materials in the natural environment and some common 

      landscape features.

Cross-Curricular Links

    

High Up One Potato, Two Potato Spring 2003

ENGLISH

- discussion

- comprehension

Programme 6: High Up

MATHS

- comparisons

- measurements

GEOGRAPHY

- natural and manmade

environments
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Programme 7
by Isobel Gamble

 Following on from last week’s programme about things we fi nd high up, this time Libby and  

 Michael will be looking at all sorts of things underfoot, including footprints in the snow or sand  

 and hard and soft surfaces, all illustrated with a variety of poems.

Poem
     Penguins On Ice

     Every penguin’s mum

     Can toboggan on her tum.

     She can only do that

     As she’s fl uffy and fat.

     It must be nice

     To live on ice.

     Every penguin’s day

     Is happy and glad.

     He can slip and slide

     And swim and glide.

     It must be nice

     To live on ice.

     All penguin chicks

     Do slippery tricks.

     They waddle and fall

     But don’t mind at all.

   

     It must be nice

     To live on ice.

       Celia Warren

     Footprints In The Snow

     Who made the footprints in the snow?

     Who came along?

     And where did they go?

     The farmer’s wife has just been out

     To scatter bits of bread about;

     So she made footprints in the snow….

4 March
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     A little sparrow was out today,

     He ate some bread, then hopped away;

     So he made footprints in the snow…

     A duck went off to have a swim,

     The pond was not too cold for him;

     So he made footprints in the snow…

     I went out across the way,

     To ask my friends to come and play;

     So I made footprints in the snow.

         Tom Stainer

      Muddy Boots

          (extract)

     Trudging down the country lane,

     Splodgely thlodgely plooph,

     Two foot deep in slimy mud.

     Falomph polopf galloph.

     Hopoposplodgely go your boots,

     Then you fi nd fi rm ground again,

     Plonky shlonky clonky.

     BUT…Then you sink back in again,

     Squelchy crathpally hodgle.

     Sitting outside scraping your boots,

     Scalpey gulapy criketty,

     Cursing the horrible six inch slodge,

     Scrapey fl akey cakey

     Flakes of mud, crispling off the boots,

     Rinkey splinky schlinkle.

     Never again, will I venture into that

     ….Schlodgely, Flopchely,Tholdgely,

     schrinkshely,

     slimy,

     grimy,

     squelchy,

     ghastly

     MUD!

         Philip Paddon

Story

 

 Mole loved to dig holes - big holes, long holes, deep dark holes.  And even more than 

 digging holes, when he got to the other end Mole loved to stick his head out and shout 

 to the wind - “YIPPEE, I’ve done it!”
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Songs

      The Drillers
                         Peter Bond 

 

   
 verse 2   You can’t hear a word

     Or even a shout

     You quake and you shake

     Till your teeth fall out

     I hope it’s going to stop

     I hope it will be soon

     If it gets any louder

     They’ll hear it on the moon

     It’s the road drill -

     Road drill!

     Brrrr………!
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       Wiggly Woo      
                         David Evans
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words for discussion:- to be frozen solid; a snowfall; ‘tracks’ in the snow; footprints; surface;   

gravel path; a road drill.

After the programme

-   Make footprints in some damp sand and compare sizes, different shoe prints etc.  Make 

     hand prints in sand as well - or paint hands and make pictures and designs.

-   If the children have experienced a good snowfall, talk about the games they have played on

     snow or ice.

-   Discuss all the different sorts of surfaces the class can think of.  Where might you fi nd 

     each?  e.g. cement, gravel, grass, tiles, carpet, wood, mud, sand, rubber etc.  What is the

     purpose of manmade ones?

-   Talk about the reasons for drilling into the earth e.g. for coal, oil or water.

-   What else can be found underground?  Tunnels through mountains and the sea, drains, 

     pipes, sewers, underground railways.  Eurotunnel.

-   Talk about animals that live underground and their habitats e.g. moles, rabbits, foxes, hare,

     rats, mice, snakes.

-   Discuss different types of footwear.  How many sorts of shoes do we really need?  How are

     they fastened?

-   Talk about what it must be like to have a ‘baby’s eye view’ of the world from a crawling

     position, or if you were an animal on all fours.

-   Read the Muddy Boots poem again and look at the words.  Make up your own words to

     describe something else - like jam, or chewing gum or a fi zzy drink.

-   Do some fi nger printing.  Talk about its use in solving crime.

-   If possible fi nd a picture of a mole for the story.

     

Story Comprehension

• Who loved digging holes?  (mole)

• What creatures did he meet when he came to the surface?  (a cow, a brown rat, a squirrel and a 

labrador dog)

• Where did mole come up to fi nd a roof over his head?  (he was under a caravan)

• Who helped mole? (mouse)

•  Where did mole end up? (back home where he started - beside a hedge of roses and honey     

    suckle)

Northern Ireland Curriculum

 English
 Writing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: experiment

      with words; read and to be read to from a wide 

      selection of poetry; experiment with simple poetic

      forms.
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 Geography
 The Natural Environment: Pupils should have opportunities to learn about:

      materials in the natural environment; some common

      landscape features.

Cross-Curricular Links

LowDown OnePotato, TwoPotato Spring 2003

ART

- hand and finger

painting

ENGLISH

- language of comparison

- comprehension

- discussion

- poetry writing

SCIENCE

- animals underground
- measurement
- data

GEOGRAPHY

- underground resources

Programme 7: Low Down
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Programme 8
by Sam McBratney

 Continuing this term’s theme of ‘things that grow’, this week Libby and Michael will be   

 exploring the concept of elasticity.  

Poem

      Me Inside My Skin

     I’d like to be made of chewing-gum,

     And stretch as far as I could -

     But what if I got stuck away up there,

     And was ten feet tall for good?

     I’d like to be a rubber balloon,

     And see things from the top -

     But what if I met with a drawing pin,

     And burst with an awful pop?

     I’d like to be made of iron bars,

     And laugh at the hardest punch

     But what would I do at half-past twelve?

     Would there be nails and screws for lunch?

     If I could be a sheet of paper,

     I’d be long and white and thin;

     But if they made me into a paper dart -

     Would I end up in the bin?

     I’d like to be a piece of polished wood,

     Which people could admire;-

     But what if they chopped me up for sticks

     And put me on the fi re?

     I’d like to be made of window glass,

     But oh, how I would ache

     If someone hit me with their ball,

     For windows sometimes break.

     Maybe I’d best stay as I am,

     Breathing out and in.

     Yes.  I think I’ll just stay fl esh and bone,

     Me inside my skin.

         Sam McBratney

11 March
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Story

 “John, where did you get those berries?” Alison asked him.

 “Off a tree,” said John.  “I can stretch up high and get things.  I’m made of

   chewing gum.”

 “You are not made of chewing gum,” said Jenny.

 “How did I get the berries, then? I can stretch and stretch and stretch….”

Song

      Make a Face      

                         George Dewey
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Chorus   If you want to be happy

    And have a happy day,

    And spread a bit of joy around

    Then there is just one way:

    Make a face,

    Make a face,

    Make it as happy as you can

    And make a face.

    (Play the chorus and make happy faces)

    Make a face,

    Make a face,

    Make it as scary as you can

    And make a face.

    (Play the chorus and make scary faces)

    Make a face,

    Make a face,

    Make it as silly as you can

    And make a face.

    (Play the chorus and make silly faces)

       George Dewey

 words for discussion:- stretch; elastic; berry; chestnut.

After the programme

-   Discover which materials round the classroom and home stretch.  (Many children confuse

    this with bending).  Experiments could include:

• The tights, as mentioned in the programme.  (Bring in an old pair!)

• Blowing bubbles.  You can even make water stretch!

• Balloons, tyres, footballs.

• The body.  Does skin stretch?

• Clothing.  Does your jumper stretch when you put it on?  Elasticated waistbands.

• Things that don’t stretch.  Pencil, paper.  These break or tear.

• Plastic.  Interesting to investigate with older children whether this will stretch more easily when it is 

warm.

-   Make a collection of stretchable materials, e.g. different-sized rubber bands, balloons,

    elastic, plasticine, play dough, corrugated cardboard.  Sort into order according to their 

    elasticity.  Which materials stretch the most, and how can you make the test fair?  

   (Same starting length).

-   Make a display of pictures of various people and animals in different postures, e.g.

    gymnasts rolling and jumping, divers leaving the springboard, cats curled up or stretching.

-   PE exercise, involving games about who can stretch the tallest, who can curl up the 

    smallest.

-   Movement to music including curling and stretching your trunk like an elephant or coiling

    and stretching like a snake.
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-   Use language of comparison e.g. longer than, tall, tallest, wider, shorter etc.

-   Make curling paper springs to hang up as mobiles.

Story Comprehension

• What did John say he was made of?  (chewing gum)  

• Talk about some of the things John and Mark said they could do. (reach berries off a tree;  put on 

the bedroom light without getting out of bed; look down chimney pots; stretch their necks like a 

giraffe and look round corners etc.)

• What did the girls Jenny and Allison say they could do? (fl y)

• Why did their teacher Miss Brown take the class outside? (to collect chestnuts for the nature table)

• What did the children do when they got back to the classroom? (draw pictures)

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Science
Materials:    Pupils should have opportunities to: work with a range

     of everyday materials in a variety of activities;

     sort a range of everyday objects into groups 

     according to the materials from which they are made;

     explore the properties of materials including shape, 

     texture and behaviour.

English
Reading:    Pupils should have opportunities to: explore familiar

     stories or other simple texts with the teacher, using

     drama, art and discussion to focus on distinctive 

     features.

PE
Gymnastics:   Pupils should have opportunities to: explore a range of

     movement skills; develop body awareness through 

     movement variations.

Music
Listening and Reading:  Pupils should have opportunities to respond to rhymes

     and songs by using appropriate actions, movement or 

     gesture.
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Cross-Curricular Links

Does it Stretch? One Potato, Two Potato Spring 2003

ART

- collage

- mobiles

ENGLISH

- discussion

- comprehension

SCIENCE

- elasticity

PE

- stretching games

and exercises

Programme 8: Does It Stretch?

MUSIC

- actions to songs
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Programme 9
story: Liz Weir
story: Bernagh Brims

 Rounding off this term’s theme on growth and growing things and looking back at some of the  

 topics covered, illustrating some with a poem or song.

Poems
     The Donkey

     I saw a donkey

     One day old,

     His head was too big

     For his neck to hold;

     His legs were shaky

     And long and loose,

     They rocked and staggered

     And weren’t much use.

     He tried to gambol

     And frisk a bit,

     But he wasn’t quite sure

     Of the trick of it.

     His queer little coat

     Was soft and grey,

     And curled at his neck

     In a lovely way.

        (anon)

 

     Fractions

     How much of a giraffe

     Is neck?

     I’ve heard

     Some say a third.

     It might be hard to check,

     But I’d say

     At least one half

     Of a giraffe

     Is neck.

        Sam McBratney

Story

 Long, long ago, the very fi rst rabbit had tiny little ears like a hamster and a big long bushy tail  

 like a fox.  He was a very proud creature who hopped through the forest making fun of any  

 animal whose tail was smaller than his… 

18 March
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Song  

  There’s a Hole in the Bottom of the Sea  

               George Dewey
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verse 1   There’s a hole in the bottom of the sea.

    There’s a hole in the bottom of the sea.

    There’s a hole

    There’s a hole

    There’s a hole in the bottom of the sea

verse 2   There’s a log in the hole in the bottom of the sea.

    There’s a log in the hole in the bottom of the sea.

    There’s a log

    There’s a log

    There’s a log in the hole in the bottom of the sea

verse 3   There’s a branch on the log in the hole in the bottom of the sea, etc….

verse 4   There’s a bump on the branch on the log in the hole in the bottom of the  

    sea, etc….

verse 5   There’s a frog on the bump on the branch on the log in the hole in the

    bottom of the sea, etc….

verse 6   So lets -

    Chase the frog

    Flatten the bump

    And break the branch

    Burn the log

    And fi ll the hole

    In the bottom of the sea -

    Cause we need it like a hole in the sea -

    In the sea,

    In the sea, SEA!

 words for discussion:- root; shoot; gambol and frisk (baby donkey); tiresome (the rabbit); a  

 feeble voice; powder puff tail (rabbit’s)

After the programme

-   Look around and discuss all the things the class can see growing now.  (plants, trees 

     outside, seeds sprouting, tadpoles - themselves?)

-   Recap any of the topics looked at earlier in the term e.g. growth of plants, baby animals, 

     growing up, things we fi nd high up, low down or that stretch.  (Suggestions for follow-up

     work listed under each programme).
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Cross-Curricular Links

The Rabbit's Tale One Potato, Two Potato Spring 2003

ART

- collage

- hand and finger

prints

ENGLISH

- discussion

- story comprehension

- language development

- poetry

MATHS

- data

- charts

MUSIC

- joining in songs

GEOGRAPHY

- local plants

- environments

- features of landscapes

Programme 9: The Rabbit's Tale (revision)

HISTORY

- time lines

- ourselves
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Programme 10
adapted by Barbara Gray

 Libby and Michael ask their young listeners to join in telling this well known story by making 

 all the sound effects, and in the process learn about loud and soft, high and low in the 

 musical sense.

     Fee fi  fo fum

     Watch out kiddies, here I come,

     Run and hide behind your mum,

     Fee, fi , fo, FUM,

Song    The Harp Song      

                        words: Kaye Umansky

   

 verse 2   Oh somebody is stealing me,

     Stealing me, stealing me,

     Somebody is stealing me,

     Off and away!

25 March

Jack and the Beanstalk

B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Spring 2003
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During the programme

-   The children will be asked to make the accompanying sound effects in the story.

-   Libby and Michael will describe and demonstrate each action.

-   Teachers should join in themselves, not least of all so they stop the class at the 

     right point so the next stage of the story isn’t missed.

-   The sounds are all simple and are performed sitting down.

-   They are designed as a simple introduction to some musical concepts, high and low, 

     soft and loud.

The children should be encouraged to join in quietly so that the instructions aren’t missed.

Footsteps   -  slap your thigh

Beanstalk grows  -  ‘ooh’ sound from low to high

Climbing the beanstalk -  footstep sound plus sing or say ‘up’ on eight rising notes

Climbing down  -  footstep sound plus sing or say ‘down’ on eight falling notes.

Chopping the beanstalk -  claps for each chop

In addition   -  whooshing for door banging, hen noises and a song to join in 

       with. 

     

After the programme

-   Choose some percussion instruments or make some and experiment with a range of 

     different sounds to illustrate the story again.

-   Choose another favourite story and try to illustrate it in a similar way with sounds.  The

    class could choose all the sounds together and experiment until they are satisfi ed, or could

    be divided into small groups and allocated different parts of the story to choose the sounds

    before demonstrating to the whole class.  Then everyone joins together to give a grand

    performance.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

 Music

 Composing:   Pupils should have opportunities to: explore and 

      investigate ways of making sounds; create simple sound

      effects using single sounds; select sounds in response to

      a stimulus.

 Performing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: develop awareness  

      of simple features in songs and accompaniments which  

      they sing and play.

 Listening and Performing: Pupils should have opportunities to: talk about the 

      sounds they make within the classroom and those they

      hear in the wider environment; develop an 

Jack and the Beanstalk One Potato, Two Potato Spring 2003
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      understanding of fast/slow, loud/quiet, long/short, 

      high/low; think and talk about the features and effects

      of the music they create, perform and listen to.

 English
 Talking and Listening:  Pupils should have opportunities to: explore stories,

      poems and songs, re-creating parts of them in art,

      drama and other expressive activities; including

      role-play e.g. dramatise the main events in a favourite

      fairy tale.

 Reading:    Pupils should have opportunities to: explore familiar 

      stories and other simple texts with the teacher, using 

      drama, art and discussion to focus on distinctive 

      features.

Cross-Curricular Links
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